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Notes to Readers:
This is the period of the ' hyperinflation' language that has been forecast
in the ALTA reports, and the previous bare naked Wealth reports. Not all of
the alt coins are showing in our data sets as surviving through the period
of hyperinflation, which is also not clearly defined in its extent, but does
show as continuing through into Fall (northern hemisphere) 2020.
Those alt coins (and others) listed are not guaranteed to survive this
period, though many will. Those coins discussed herein met the
requirement of having both minimum levels of linguistic support in terms
of data sets, as well as having enough identified temporal markers to be
able to provide the sophisticated speculator with some small, linguistic
guidance to potential activities within the trading of these vehicles.
Again note that we are linguistically within a period defined as
'hyperinflationary'. This means that inherently risks are masked, or hidden
by large capital inflows, but they still exist, and if anything are magnified.
Trade on the information within this report at your own risk.
WARNING! Danger Will Robinson! Stop now. Go back up and read again!

The Flow~
In this section is discussed the general emotional tone flow through the periods indicated. The data
reported on within this section is subject to the error ranges indicated in the addendum to this
document, next to last page. Trading against these dates is a risk for which the reader assumes
responsibility. Temporal markers as may be discovered are discussed here.
Note on dates: there are dates provided within this report that are to the level of
granularity that the data types allow. Please note that these are ALL assumed to
be within the minimum error range of IM data or 3+ days.
Trade with dates from this report as targets at your own risk.
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Meta Data ~
The 'five blues' sing 'surprise' harmony.
Blue history....new phenomenon wherein people become engaged/enraged with your face. No, not FB,
but rather videos, pictures, et cetera. The idea is of a new form of 'triggered stalking' or 'troll love'. The
concept is that people who would live in blissful ignorance of your very existence become aware of
you through your online presence, and 'ancient connections' such as 'blood enemies' come to the surface
though not in an acknowledged fashion, but rather as a vague, 'driven pulse (to) hate' (or 'control', or
'recover (as in ancient love)') and other forms of 'past life connections made new again' by virtue of
new technology facilitating the 'exposure (of your universal face)' .
The second of the 'five blues' has to do with 'blue nights' showing up in the data as being a 'Spring
(northern hemisphere) phenomenon' that will be able to be used as a temporal marker for the next
'rising (to near term peak)' of the cryptocurrencies. These 'blue nights' are described as being an 'event
of nature', and some form of 'new blue (night)' in which 'visibility' will be described as
'incredible/staggering'.
The third of the five new 'blues' has descriptor sets that include 'politics' and 'population' being
expressed repeatedly at both the primary and secondary levels of support. The data has the 'blue chits
(placards? locks?) being 'posted' over the course of what is described as a 'very interesting night' in
which those affected 'receive no sleep'. The forecast coming across from the data sets seemingly goes
to the idea of a 'long night (of) deep blues' as 'social upheaval' appears that, in its turn, may be used as a
temporal marker for the 'first shots (of the) American Cultural Revolution'. These 'blue locks' are
forecast to be causing 'deep social unrest' for many years with very large impacts on 'politics', and
'social expressions'.
The fourth of the 'new blues' are specifically focused on the emergence of the 'blue light special' as a
'new phenomenon' that will be not related to its previous usage associated with the '(The Great)
Depression'. Rather the new 'blue light special' has to do with 'water', 'water emergence (submersion)',
and other sets that seem to be referencing a 'spate (flurry/cohort/clump) of viewings (observation)' of
'lights under (emerging from)' the oceans. Supporting sub sets bring up 'underseas unidentified objects',
and 'unknown (sources) blue lights (deep oceans)', as well as 'flotsam (debris)' that will be 'gathered
(by) cruise ship passengers) following 'night time viewings (observations)' of the 'blue lights'. Nothing
in the data sets are suggesting that dolphins are responsible.
The fifth new 'blue' is within many different sets all carrying the same meta data level trend that can be
described as 'turning (over) of coats'. This is indeed the idea of a 'turned coat' as in 'switching sides', or
'changing (public) alliance'. This meta data layer is very visible within the whole of modelspace, with
some bunching up within the 'political' areas, but also is throughout the 'science' related sets. These sets
have some very positive language and values for the 'turned coats' within a context that would have
these people being considered as 'freed' from 'imposed constraints' including 'mind control' rather than
'apostate'. As modelspace is progressed through the year the 'changing (of) stated positions' is forecast
as being something of a very major theme, especially when viewed from the end of the year.
A very good temporal marker for the 'five blues' will be just that the word 'blue' used in expressions.
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Basic warning from the data about the phrase 'from out of the blue' as being a personal temporal marker
as you go through March.
Other temporal markers showing up for the 'five (new) blues' include the word, and concept of
'surprise'. Not 'shock', nor 'trauma', but rather the more pleasant 'nudge from universe' that we wrap up
in the context of 'surprise' is forecast to be appearing all through March and into April with longer term
supporting sets indicating that these instances of 'surprise' will be carrying an effect into our lives well
into late August. These 'surprise' sets are indicated to be bringing 'new perceptions' that will be of 'great
benefit' to much of the CryptoSpace, and its participants, especially many of the 'well known names'.
The data has many of the 'crypto celebrities' being 'surprisingly (elevated)' into new, broad aspect roles
within the larger social order as cryptocurrencies move further towards the 'mainstream awareness'
forecast to be visible within the community by the end of the year. Further 'surprising', 'surprise',
'startled', and other variants on the context are forecast to be 'repeatedly appearing' throughout March
and early April such that discussion is forecast to include the 'strange number of appearances' of the
'surprise context' within this 'short period (a little over a month)'. These 'surprise', and 'surprising
(active mode of the word)' sets are also bringing in references to 'nations' that will be 'considering
adoption', and 'debating cryptocurrencies'. This language, as it manifests, will be able to be used as
temporal markers for price movements within the cryptocurrencies markets.

Australia
Note that within meta data processing extractions, there are a number of points of reference for
Australia that are suggesting a whole lot of news over their Fall and Winter in 2018. A few of the
references are clearly about the Australian 'housing crisis', and others are pointing to 'political
problems' that are seemingly not directly related to the soon to be developing even more, 'Australian
housing scandal(s)'. These sets that have a clear political focus within the larger grouping for Australia
are providing some hints of problems to emerge over these next few months that will be able to be
labeled as a 'crisis', and it will be at the '(core) Federation' level. See DirtSpace for further discussion on
the housing sets.
The 'scandals' and the 'crisis (of) Federation' are both intersecting sets, but are growing at differing rates
with the latter not indicated to reach 'international visibility' until mid Winter (southern hemisphere).
The 'federation crisis' does intertwine with the emerging 'housing scandals', but is much larger, and will
apparently bring up 'federal issues' in ways that the 'politicians' would prefer to 'not (have be) seen'. The
longer term data has the energies involved within the 'federation crisis' still being a problem over 4/four
years out.

2018
As modelspace is moved into March the sub sets of 'opportunity', and 'advancement',
and 'abundance' develop new supporting sets of their own, even as these same sets are
growing in support of CryptoSpace, and cryptocurrencies in general. The shift into
'advancement', and what is described as 'rampaging (slap you in the face) abundance'
are being described as 'swift' and 'certain', along with descriptors of 'sudden', and
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'shocking'. In the case of this last supporting set, the data has 'volume' as the key
language gaining the most support. Yet again more supporting language being forecast
for the 'shockingly large volume' of 'new people' in cryptocurrencies. Many of these sets
for 'shocking (rates of adoption)' are filling with a spread of geographic references
indicating something of a 'global mania' that will be building over the second, and third
quarters of this year. It is as modelspace is moved through the transition into the third
quarter that growth of the 'mania' sets takes off, coincidentally with the appearance of
'escalating' as a supporting sub set for 'adoption rates'. Many of the details for these sets
have the 'western republics (USA/EU) as being 'laggards' in the 'rush (to obtain)'
cryptocurrencies. There are also sets for 'country (nation) adoption' of 'cryptocurrencies'
that are going to be able to be used as temporal markers for 'price action'. Specifically
coming up just prior to the movement of modelspace into the third quarter, is 'Brazil' as
a 'major nation adopter' of cryptocurrencies, although the language is based around
'blockchain', and the 'immutable (non corruptable)' nature of 'cryptocurrencies' as a form
of 'money'. Much of the language in these sets is about 'anti-corruption' being the prime
emotional motivator for people to 'accept', and 'embrace' cryptocurrencies.
There are several sets for 'major reversals (of) trends' that are forecast to be affecting
both 'equities (at a global level, emphasis on USA, and EU)' and 'cryptocurrencies'.
These sets for 'reversal' are indicating that the 'repair trends (for equities)' will reverse
with a 'hard edge' at some point between the equinox and about April 25th. During that
'reversal' phase, the data has cryptocurrencies gaining significantly in 'adopters' who will
be seen as 'fleeing' from 'trend slaughter' within the 'traditional (legacy)' markets. Within
some of these sets are hints and temporal markers relating to 'trust busting' language.
This language would appear about 2/two weeks ahead of the events. Even as this report
is being posted, new language to the effect of 'trade war' has already had an impact on
markets. The forecast from the data sets have a much larger reaction to the 'trust
(conglomerate) busting' language forecast to follow.
Rise of new political parties, new cults, new 'religions'. Break up of major religions.
Problems with existing (large) institutions. Many of these sets are about 'callers
(observers)' who will be 'letting out the secrets' from many very very large institutions
over the course of this year. These 'observers' who will be coming out with their stories
are also forecast as being able to 'produce evidence'. It is the 'evidence' sub sets that are
showing the highest level of emotional growth over the whole of the year, even though
much of the 'evidence' is 'unleashed' in early 2018. There are several sets indicating that
there are 'over a hundred' instances of the 'evidence producing' and 'observer statements'.
These sets collectively are intersecting with both 'religions', and 'deep military'
organizations. The 'break up' of existing 'religion structures' is indicated as having giant
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impacts on 'global finances' including providing big boosts for 'charity blockchains'.
These many supporting sets for 'religions crack up' include descriptors for 'theft' both
'old (before the split)', and 'during (the) dissolution'. Many many sets forecasting much
work for lawyers as these 'money-pots' become 'unglued' with 'unhinged behavior'
coming from their 'top tier management'. Supporting aspect sets bring up the idea of
'assassination' of 'religious leaders' with a 'hidden' motive of 'banking irregularity'. There
are many sets involving 'murders' and 'church management'. Some sets suggest that
'assassination' attempts will be 'interdicted' and 'come (into) public view'. The subject
matter is indicated to bring out yet more 'unhinged behavior', though curiously the data
suggests that this is coming from the 'potential victim (target)'.
Many of the new 'unhinged behavior' sets also have a 'festering' sub set that includes sub
sets for the emerging of a 'new righteous (feeling)' that will be 'causing problems' outand-about, both on the internet and within 'religious communities'. Within the supporting
sub sets we have a number of bespoke 'issues' within 'old religions' as well as the
manifesting 'new religions'. There are sets about 'dredging up the past', and 'examining
(the ancient)' for the 'first time' with new 'vision' all of which is part of the 'growth (of)
new understanding (and new religions)' sub sets that have been previously discussed
over the last few years within the ALTA reports. Within many of the 'new religions' sets
also include 'charismatic figures', and 'new (god) men' as well as many references to
'healing'. This last set has many conjoined sets with 'healing (modalities, machines,
techniques, science) that are within the unions of sets under 'break up (dissolution)' of
'old religions'. These sets are forecasting that 'new (healing) devices/methods/techniques'
will be 'bridging understanding' for many people such that they 'leave (old) religious
thinking' as a direct result of '(deep/powerful/core) levels' of 'healing (being) provided'
by 'machines'. The larger set for the 'break up' of 'religions' includes many
'backlash/blow-back' sets in which 'fundamentalists' will be seen 'attacking hospitals' as
well as 'clinics' and 'doctors (offices)' due to the 'spread (of the) healing machines
technology' and the follow-on impact of the 'successful healing'. There are sets about
'claims (that) medicine/healing (is the) work (of the) devil' that will be able to be used as
temporal markers for the 'rise of (anti-healing technology) terrorism'. Somewhat more
interesting, and a great deal more encouraging are sub sets suggesting that 'local
populations' (served by the hospitals/clinics) are going to become 'enraged' and will
'successfully fight back' and 'gain fame' for 'stopping (cold)' the 'planned attacks'. A
number of sets emerge forecasting the 'local heroes effect' in which 'groups' will form
'instantly' in response to 'developing attacks' with the result being 'thwarted plans', and
'(embarrassingly) captured “terrorists” '. The data sets are indicating that a 'counter
blow-back' wave will 'push' the 'healing technology' out even further into the general
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population as many people will think that 'if They are against it, it must work well'. The
data suggests that from mid March through to the end of September will be the period in
which these temporal marker sets manifest.
In the intersection of the 'unhinged behavior', 'breaking up (of old religions)', and 'secrets
revealed (about sins of the clerisy)', there are growing sets for a very 'public
(ripping/exposure)' of an 'old religion', as well as a 'barely adult religion'. This last set
has a 'major powerhouse' of a religion, that is described as 'born (of/in) the last
depression' being 'torn up/ripped open' with all manner of 'allegations' of ' fraud', and
'abuse', and 'trafficking', as well as 'bribery', and other 'crimes of money'. This set of new
aspect/attributes is forecasting an entertaining Summer (northern hemisphere) as the
'unglued relationships', and 'dis-fellowship' emerges into very 'public media'.
Noteworthy in these sets are aspects about the 'international reach' of this 'church', and
the 'many countries' which are being forecast as 'deciding to prosecute'.
In the 'old religions' sets we have sub sets specifically focusing on the 'magnetic form
(of the earth)' and the part that this plays in so many 'religions within science'. These sets
are suggesting that new 'understanding of the properties of magnets' will be involved in
a very large, and 'financially disturbing' schism within the greater scientific community.
There are many instances of the word 'resurgence' within these sets of the 'science
communities (academia)' coming 'unglued' over 2018.
Other words within a 'resurgence' set include 'land-race' which is indicated to be making
itself 'comfortable (settled into)' among many very 'uncomfortable science professions
(genetics/evolutionary biology/gene splicing)'. Some of these instances have hints for a
'disruption' among the 'DNA (sampling) for money' areas as 'land-race' will be
(somehow) 'proving out' or 'displacing (moving out/crowding out)' many of the
'assumptions' that are underlying the 'genetics businesses'. These sets are forecasting
very large impacts on some cryptocurrencies as their blockchain businesses will be
involved in 'tracking origins', and 'validating issuance'. A stretch in the language indeed,
however repeatedly showing up within the new growth areas for 'science (religions)
fracture (under) new knowledge'.
A number of sets are forecasting that 'political earthquakes' will be visible and rising
from about March 9th or 10th as 'secrets revealed' becomes something of a 'daily
occurrence' with impacts that are directly focused on the 'relationship' between
'population' and 'government'. The data sets have 'group think' and other expressions
around the idea of 'propaganda' and 'mind control by government' being hot topics due to
'revelations' that will be surfacing across March and into April within the USAPop. It is
indicated to spread to the Commonwealth and NATO countries by association with USA
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government (officialdom). The new sets in the 'political earthquake' sub sets are also
forecasting very large impacts from the 'blow back' of the 'damage' to the 'relationship'
between 'population' and 'government' upon the 'leadership' of the 'social media'. These
sets are suggesting that 'retribution' for 'past and current (sins)' of the 'social media' is
coming, but first there will be the 'revealing (of the actions)' via an 'object lesson' that is
described as 'breaking' in March, 'unfolding over April, 'resignations' in May, and
leading to 'battles' over 'discovery (suggesting a lawsuit)' over Summer (northern
hemisphere).
The 'political earthquakes' sub sets include 'assassination attempts' and 'violent attacks'
(on government/officialdom). These sets are suggesting that the 'feeling' of the aftermath
of an earthquake, that is, the 'ground shaking' under one's feet leading to a 'sense' of
'unreality', and 'instability' is forecast as being a 'common' report from mid April onward
as the 'intensity' of the 'trends changing', or rather the 'change (now) emerging into
visibility' is described as 'up-ending/over-turning' the 'illusion' of 'political stability'.
Major earthquakes. Yet more shakes in 'strange (unusual) places'. A significant amount
of new language in the 'earthquakes' sets are showing for places like 'Antarctica', as well
as 'north pole (the Arctic)'. In these latter sets the data has new 'science expeditions'
being 'formed up' and 'sent to investigate'. These 'expeditions' sets are also providing
language indicating that the 'movement' of 'personnel' and 'material' will be themselves
subjects of conjecture and discussion as they are forecast as being described as 'unusual',
and 'over reaction'. The data accretion within these sets are in supporting positions to the
'over reaction' sets. A few sets have the 'over reaction' being 'tempered' and 'mediated' by
language from 'officialdom' that will 'leak out' about a 'something' being found 'up there'
that will be 'justification' for the 'seeming over reaction' to a 'mere earthquake'.
Lots of 'damage' language associated with the 'earthquakes' language forecast for all of
2018. These sets have major 'rebuilding' efforts that will be following the 'earthquakes'.
The 'damage' sets have large implications for the 'insurance companies' involved.
Curiously there are a number of sets that have the 'earthquakes' being a multiple 'hit' for
the 'social media'. These sets include not only 'physical damage' and 'emotional trauma',
but also the 'future' of the 'social media' is forecast as being 'labeled strategic' within the
USA. These sets have the 'deep state' having a 'visible (to those who look) freak out'
over the 'earthquake event and damage'. The data is forecasting that the 'social media'
will be 'labeled (as) strategic', and thus will begin an era of 're-homing' of the 'social
media'. These sets are part of the 'flattening' of the narrative over Summer (within the
USA) as the 'powers-that-be' will 'place sanctions' on the 'actions' of the 'social media'.
These sets would seem to include some 'challenges' to the 'social media officialdom' to
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'stay home (site servers within country)'. This 'division' in the public narrative is part of
the larger sets for 'rewriting the public narrative' over Summer (northern hemisphere).
Other forms of 'earthquakes' are referenced in the sense of social order 'quakes' that are
described as being 'created' by the 'falling (of the) old boys network' that 'rules' much of
'officialdom'. Many of these sets are forecasting that 'revelations' about the 'real nature '
of many of the 'old boys' will be causing a great 'panic' among much of the lower and
mid levels of 'officialdom'. The data sets have gained new support for language coming
out in 2018 that goes to the 'dissolution' of the 'internal networks' (among officialdom)
as it becomes a 'self-protection effort' on the part of the 'higher (levels) of management'.
Yet more 'quakes' within the 'social order' are indicated as 'affecting' the whole of 'social
media'. The data has the 'major players' in the 'social media spaces' as being 'subjected'
to 'external (legal) audits (on behavior)' as well as the 'object' of a number of new
'(former) employee lawsuits' from different jurisdictions. What makes these more than
mere 'disgruntled employee actions' is indicated to arise during the 'fight (to avoid)
discovery'. These sets are indicating that the 'social media (organizations) management'
layers will be in the position of having to testify that they were 'instructed (by ???)' to
'support social agendas' that are 'anti-business (not in their own commercial interest)' and
that had specific 'social engineering' as their goals.
Space battles? In mid summer? Antarctica? Many new sets are growing for '(USA and
other) Navy ships (presumably ocean based, not space based)' will become 'openly
involved' in a 'firefight (battle/skirmish)' with 'non-terrestrial forces'. Where there are
several common sub sets that tie in both Antarctica, and 'outer (spaces) beings', the data
has a preponderance of focus on 'space'. The data further has detail layers forecasting
many 'observers' who will be 'creating video' and 'pictures' of the 'rolling battle'. These
sets are further filling with increasing detail sets for 'briefings', and 'officialdom
speaking (about the incident)' in which the 'public' will be able to 'get a view'. Many sets
are conjoined with the 'blue light special' sets in their common 'ocean' descriptors. It
may be that the 'space battle' will commence over the ocean.
Weather warfare as 'wind storms' come along to 'scrub the land clean (and cleared)'. Also
very 'strange' events within the 'ocean and atmosphere' across much of the Southern
hemisphere. Several of these new sets appear as modelspace is progressed through the
March equinox. Part of the forecast reports are going to include 'human observers' who
will be describing the experience as 'altered states'.
Extreme 'freezing events' in Southern hemisphere in (their) Winter. Also extreme
'freezing events' in the Summer of the northern hemisphere, with the many levels of
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'denial' thrown into the 'damage' done by the 'out of season freezing'. The new growth in
these sets are also bringing along instances of 'collisions' within the 'climate change (is
caused by humans)' camp as some of the 'narrative' is going to be 'openly questioned' in
a very visible public way by 'celebrities' who used to be 'adherents'. These sets can be
characterized as being part of the 'turned coats' or 'changing sides' sub sets that are
growing into dominance within several of the 'political' focused areas of the data. Other
'collisions' are indicated to be visible as the 'narrative' will be 'making politicians
uncomfortable' to the point that they will be 'failing' many of the 'litmus tests (for
political correctness)' at a very high rate, and in many instances, the 'personality'
involved will be taking 'pains' to get it across to the public that they are not trying to
'pass the test'. These sets are cross linked to sets for the 'mainstream (propaganda) press'
that have forecasts for yet more 'incoherence', and 'babbling', and 'cognitive dissonance'
being pumped out into 'television audiences' as the 'presenters' are viewed 'scrambling'
to 'discover' the 'approved narrative' on a 'broadcast by broadcast' level.
Summer is forecast to brings out another 'data dump' that is described as 'flattening' the
'trust level' in the (USAPop) government. The 'data dump' sets are not specific about the
source, however the indications are that the data will be 'creating (a new) life
path/direction' for the USAPop as an entity. Of course it will take a number of years,
with many of these sets for the 'new (uniquely American) narrative' being 'absorbed'
(mostly) by the early 2020's.
The data dump is described as connecting the dots between 'space aliens', 'earthquakes',
'war in space', 'missing trillions', 'geopolitical alliances', and other deep state 'secrets'.
These are all in tertiary supporting positions within the forecast as the primary support is
going to the 'challenges (of the) change (in the) American narrative' and their impact on
the 'population' in a general sense. Further these new sets have the 'relationship' between
the 'population' and the 'powers-that-be / deep state' being 'challenged' for a brief time of
2018/2019 over the 'value' that the 'deep state' provides, and if that 'value' is 'worth the
cost' to the population. While there are still sets growing for 'disclosure', the data has the
overall impact on the population as being 'negligible'.
Within the longer term data types are sets for 'build out', and 'work ethic (expressed)',
and 'successful (working) patterns (relationships)' that are showing as dominating
CryptoSpace from the end of May through into November. These sets have support for
'new efforts' being both 'presented' and 'rewarded'. There are sets for 'awards' and
'accolades' for 'products' and 'platforms' that will be manifesting during this time. There
are sets for these 6/six months that provide the 'build out' period as being thought of as
'exhilarating', and 'heady', and 'satisfying', and 'exalting', and 'uplifting' as the
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'accomplishments' are described as 'visibly succeeding'.
As modelspace is moved through to the Summer (northern hemisphere) solstice, the
'build out' phase language gets a predictable 'FUD flush' from the 'quaking
(establishment) control system'. During this period it would be possible to see yet more
'false flag' activities, including 'skirmishes' along 'military frontiers'. This period of 'early
summer heat up (emotionally)' which is indicated to develop from the 'violence' being
expressed in late May. The data would have the continued 'developing rise (build out)' of
CryptoSpace being paralleled with a continuing 'rebellion' against 'controlling
authorities' in the political realm which will be expressing itself mostly as 'violence'
though there are some sets in the intersection with CryptoSpace that have 'blockchain'
and 'real democracy' making significant 'alterations' in the 'political landscape'. These are
forecast as being visible in the up coming 'elections season' across much of the 'western
republics'. The 'elections season' language is forecast as being dominated by
'retirements', 'withdrawals', 'capitulations' and other language about the 'crumbling' of
the 'control system' that has been in place since the Breton Woods agreements.
March and April and May ~ 2018
As the events of February, both within CryptoSpace and in politics, begin to fade into
memory in March under the onrush of new 'chaos', new 'revelations', new 'disturbances',
the data has new 'forms' of 'energies' being 'visible' in the media, even the mainstream
propaganda media.
While this report will be released after the first week of this March, the data accruing
has very important new data sets as well as several temporal markers discussed in
previous reports. These sets have internal characteristics around 'building' and 'growing'
within the data areas affected such that the events of the first week in March will be able
to be 'observed' for many months as their impacts will be able to be tracked. Many of
these sets that have a kick-off into 'building (simmering/growing/multiplying/brewing)
mode' in this first week of March will be touching on areas very crucial to CryptoSpace
and cryptocurrencies.
Some of the 'brewing' sub sets are specifically going into bespoke usages of the word
'brewing' in a more scientific context with associations to blockchains. The data would
have some of these soon to emerge ICO offerings being very successful over the longer
time periods as they will be involved with 'healing technology' that will involve 'brewing
(stem cells?)' for use by 'self-donors'. The idea is somewhat complicated by the union of
the various sets bringing in both 'contention (legal and violent)' to the successful
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'technology (for rebuilding (your own) body)', however the core of the sets are
describing a very interesting fusion of 'blockchain' ability to track specifics, such as
health care records, in a secure and (mostly) anonymous manner along with the need to
'register (your stem cells?) the medical treatment' to 'comply with government demands'.
Other cryptocurrencies focused sets within the 'brewing' set union take the idea another
way with 'specifics (of brewing process)' being 'recorded (presumably on blockchains)'
in order to be able to track 'foods' all the way back to 'the organisms (used in
fermentation)'. These sets are suggesting very successful companies will arise from this
use of the blockchain over 2018 with their first products being late in this year.
While the first part of March is being characterized as 'seeking higher (levels)', the
emotional tones are suggesting that there is a definitive change in process that is taking
the mind set away from 'movements (minute by minute)', and towards a much longer
view (emotionally). These sets have a certain 'maturity of vision/concept' expressing
itself in the collective actions of CryptoSpace over March, and especially from the
equinox into the rest of Spring (northern hemisphere).
The Flow of all things in CryptoSpace through March is indicated to be on a 'reaching'
path. These sets are painting the month as a period in which the 'reaching (grasping,
gaining, lurching)' will be impacting both the general awareness (within the population),
as well as the 'barriers (to awareness)' within 'officialdom (aka propaganda press and the
governments that control it)'.
The 'reaching' sets continue to grow through to the end of July. There are many of these
sets that include descriptors for 'gaining' across these months in both a general way
within CryptoSpace, and within specific cryptocurrencies. These sets for 'gain' include
not only 'valuations', but also 'solid supporting roles (within the social order)' that have
very long term data sets in supporting positions indicating the 'resolution' of long
standing 'arguments' within the cryptocurrencies communities, and a more general
feeling of 'all pulling together' near the end of July. These sets are specifically focused
on the 'successful achievement' of many 'stated goals' such that the 'next phase' of the
'growth pattern' may be observable by the end of July. These sets are indicating that
'social (order) change' will be primary, visible result of these 5/five months of 'reaching'
within CryptoSpace.
The 'reaching' sets are typified by the repeating sub sets for 'short distance, rapid travel',
and for 'near (visible) goals' that will be 'easily (comfortably) reached/grasped/obtained'.
These sets are specifically focusing on 'cryptocurrencies' and their relation to 'travel',
and 'successfully reaching (a) destination'. These set have many supporting sub sets
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headed by 'value', and 'treasure', and 'savings', and 'growth'. The 'growth' sets are of a
particular interest in that they are filling with secondary supporting sets for
'accumulation (over time)', and other language in the vein of '(organic/natural) maturing
growth'. These sets are also supported at sub set levels for 'prices', and these are all
within the intersection of the sets for 'conversion (values)' which goes explicitly to the
'fiat (to) cryptocurrency' valuations.
The 'reaching' sets that accrue across all of March are filled with 'examination', and 'old
history', and 'past acts', and 'stale news' sets that are themselves filled with indicators for
a 'reexamination' of 'old information' in the process of 'integration' prior to 'moving
onward (and upward)'. These sets are suggesting that the 'reexamination' may involve a
significant amount of FUD (fear uncertainty and doubt). These sets further suggest that
near the end of the month of March, the 'blue (turned) coats' will be also emerging, and
the 'issuers' of the FUD will become 'entrapped' in 'battles' that will be 'revealing' both of
'sources (of funding)' and 'personalities (involved)'. Hmmmm...very delicious hints for a
'feast (of) facts' to emerge during the last week of March and indicated to create the
conditions for 'progress (in) cryptocurrencies' over Spring (northern hemisphere).
Yet more occurrences of 'prices' and 'cryptocurrencies' show up as modelspace is moved
past the 17th of March. Over the last two weeks in March, the accretion patterns bring in
many more sets in supporting position to 'confidence' and 'exaltation' referring to the
'mood' of CryptoSpace going forward. Of the many supporting sets in the general chain
for 'very confident', there are sets headed by 'success', and 'successful launch', and 'into
production (successfully)', and other instances going to the idea of a number of 'new
products' being 'put into marketplace' with a 'very high (degree) of adoption'. In this
latter set we have details for some of the companies involved to be 'overwhelmed' with
their success. Other supporting sets have 'major (legacy) news (organizations)' which
will be 'taking up (cryptocurrencies/CryptoSpace)' as a 'daily (news) item' JUST due to
the 'staggering success' of some of these products.
There are several sets that build as modelspace is moved through March and into April
in which the 'major (players) in social media' are being 'beset upon (attacked)' at several
different levels simultaneously. These include forecast 'congressional hearings', and
much more significant sets going to the idea of 'blockchain competition' to the
'profitability' of the 'social media space'. Other sets have the 'grilling' of the 'social
media' escalating to the point of becoming a 'new political banner (for protected class
status)' emerging over the 'down trodden social media executives' (due to constant
attacks upon them). These sets continue to gain new supporting sub sets as modelspace
is moved from March through into late September.
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Supporting sub sets include aspects for 'treachery (revealed)', and 'frustrated
(stopped/interdicted/curtailed) rape (of data?)' that are dominant within the 'social media
mayhem' that is forecast as emerging over Summer. These sets begin in March, and
continue to gain new sub sets as modelspace is moved through to Fall. There are new
sets for 'operational disruptions' that will include 'internal protests', and 'mass actions (by
employees)' as well as 'external reactions' that will also include 'protests', and 'mass
actions', though by 'customers'. The data would seem to be suggesting a very significant
impact on the 'global advertising industry' with some serious boosting going into
advertising focused blockchain technology companies.
Other new sets accruing to CryptoSpace as modelspace is moved across March and into
April are dominated by the 'teaching', 'educating', and other sets for 'increasing
awareness' of the 'cryptocurrency (and) CryptoSpace (technology)' at the 'impact on
society' level. These sets are also supported by accretion of new patterns that would
seem to be forecasting very large changes within the global social order at 'visible'
levels. These sets have new data for people being 'hired (into) CryptoSpace (companies)'
with 'job descriptions' that are not specifically focused on the computers or blockchain
side of the work. These sets are filling with sets indicating the 'first visible wave' of the
CryptoSpace 'build out' into the larger society. These sets are part of a larger set about
the 'emergence (of new order)' out of the 'chaos (of the) fiat system'. Many references to
'debilitation', and 'degradation' in supporting positions to the 'fiat (debt based) order' and
its players, including the 'banks'. The 'banks' and especially 'central banks' have many
new growth patterns emerging over March and into April. These are, without exception,
filled with rising emotional tension values. These sets are also expressing the 'end of
(bankster) collectivism'. The supporting sets for 'banking cohesion breaks-down' also
include many sets for 'turned coats' and 'observers speak out'. These sets also
tangentially provide increasing positive values for cryptocurrencies in general, and
specifically for those companies in the business of 'disrupting/replacing bank business
models'.
It will be necessary to first 'encounter' the chaos, in order to then 'transit' through it. Yet
more instances of 'travel' as in 'movement', 'rapid pace (of) change', and 'over topping'
within the language accruing to 'cryptocurrencies' over all of April. Many of these new
sets gained in April are still showing as active and growing even into August with a very
steady robustness not normally seen in this work. These shorter term data types sets
more usually appear, flare up, and then fade. In the progression of modelspace across
2018, the pattern appears to be changing.
A significant portion of the March and April data sets gain pattern altering supporting
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sets for 'volatility' (within equities as well) across cryptocurrencies that will be seen as
simultaneously 'engaging (drawing interest)', and 'frightening'. These aspect/attribute
sets include language for 'extreme moves', and 'sharp revisions' that will stamp the
feelings of cryptocurrencies trading for the first half of the year. Note that the 'sharp
revisions' will be 'hoped for' with the next drop in cryptocurrencies which first appears
as modelspace is moved in the first of July. However the 'hoped for (rapid reversal)' is
not forecast to appear as 'desired/proclaimed/demanded', though by Fall, the 'sharp
reversal' language will have appeared, along with new aspect sets including 'satisfied',
and 'growing', and '(dampened) volatility (on an upward trajectory)' { ed note: could also
be interpreted as 'volatility dampened by an upward trajectory'}.
April has a definitive bulge in the data sets for CryptoSpace as the word 'uncomfortable'
rises in the supporting sets. This 'uncomfortable' set includes sub sets for 'dirty business',
and 'technically (legal)', and 'exposure', and 'shadowing', all of which are going to the
idea of a '3(three) way contention' that will arise between the 'government', and
'cryptospace', and 'spies (spooks, clowns in america, agents)'. These data sets have
'temporal echoes' emerging that will bring back the '(rushing) thrill' of 'newly (learning
about) cryptospace'. These sets are completely about all the aspects of the 'in rushing
tide' of people moving into CryptoSpace, and the many attempts to 'delay' and 'derail'
them by various groups. The data would have the '3-way battles' being fought with more
and more of 'officialdom' moving over to the side of CryptoSpace. These sets are also
supported by sub sets going to the idea of a 'funding failures' within the '(black/hidden)
fiat' world that will have 'taken a (significant) portion' of the 'lifeblood' from the 'hidden
government' by late in April.
Within the April 'uncomfortable' sets, the growth for 'new adoption' of cryptocurrency
would seem to be suggesting that the 'growth rate' will be quoted at '1 (one million) new
purchasers every 12 hours'. Many of the sets growing in support of 'officialdom' also
contain data for the 'uncomfortable feelings' to be coming from 'officialdom', the 'banks',
and 'funding sources' for 'hidden projects (within government)'.
The April sets for 'new growth (of people (entering) CryptoSpace)' are showing that the
'feeling' will be 'going (into) a lobby (of a building)' in which people are 'walking around
with suitcases (of) money'. The idea coming across is a palpable feeling of (yet another)
building 'frenzy' of cryptocurrency activities.
As May moves toward Summer (northern hemisphere), the data has the 'shift' occurring.
This 'shift' properly, likely, should be highlighted simply on the level of the emotional
changes forecast. The forecast emotional sums rise by over 100% within their individual
categories. NOTE: NOT a forecast for specific price rises. ONLY emotional tone values
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forecast to be 'heaved up' to this next level. This is to be understood as a rising tone
value based upon scaled up instances of related language. Stated another way, not only
are the intensity values rising within the language, but also the number of instances of
'awakened' language references.
This emotional connection having been stated, the data nonetheless is indicating much
'emotional distress' that will manifest over Summer (northern hemisphere), the origins of
which will be the 'surge' that will take place over May and through June. This 'distress'
and associated 'emotional turmoil' sets are also showing up for 'scams', and their
'scammers', as well as the larger 'plunge' that will be an aspect of Summer (northern
hemisphere). These sets are forecasting yet-another-dip-down-from-an-all-time-high that
will last through into late Summer providing some participants with a much needed
break in emotional tension, while 'infuriating' and 'wringing (the) sweat' from others.
Supporting sets for the 'Summer downturn' are bringing in their own supporting sets for
'more action/discussions' around the 'ponzi/pyramid schemes' within the
'cryptocurrencies' as well as several 'fraudulent ICO' offerings. These sets are preceded
by temporal markers that are forecast to appear in March around the same memes.
The growth patterns for the month of May have 'Space', in the context of the big place
that is not here on earth, gaining visibility along with very sharp increases in emotional
values as the 'space based business initiative' reaches new levels of activity. These sets
are suggesting that 'items' that will be 'seen in space' by way of the new 'space
businesses' will be creating 'buzz' and 'inciting conversations' that will persist through
the 'space battles' period over Summer (northern hemisphere). These sets for 'space' and
'items' that will be seen by the 'space based businesses' and 'reported (back) to earth' are
not part of the central sets for the 'space battles' language, but are within a larger union
set that has 'cryptocurrencies' related to 'space businesses' being 'the hot item' later in
2018 and beyond. So, while the new data has 'space battles' (parties involved not
specified) as grabbing attention here on earth over Summer, it will seemingly be no
impediment to 'selling' Space based businesses. There are a number of sets containing
hints that 2018 will mark the real joining of Space based businesses and
cryptocurrencies. This joining is forecast as providing the 'boost' (pun from data?)
needed to take the sector to the next level.
The accretion of new sets as modelspace is moved through May are distinctly different
from those of March or April, and seem to be hinting at a 'bust out' of 'trading patterns'
across all of CryptoSpace that is described as 'propelling' the 'crypto markets' into
'fluttering light headed' feelings that will persist for at least half a month after the onset
of the 'new energies' are noticed. There are still new instances of 'light headed', and
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'giddiness', and 'dizzy (from the heights)' appearing as modelspace is moved through
June and into July. The growth in these sets abates somewhat over late July, but are fully
active again as modelspace is moved into September.

CryptoSpace
CryptoSpace is divided into many sub sectors. This section discusses the general trends showing up for
the sub sector within our modelspace.

Sub Spaces
The following are discussions about larger sub spaces within CryptoSpace that have new growth in
data sets applicable to more than a single token or coin. These discussions will include references to
specific coins, tokens, and projects as they are discovered within the data.

Advertising
The whole of the Advertising sector within CryptoSpace is filling with new sets for a 'surge/boost/jump'
of the attention and focus on the sector as various 'ill winds' and 'blue meanies' are forecast to 'come to
the surface' within the larger 'global social media'. As the 'social media woes' sets begin to accrue to
modelspace while it is being moved through March, the supporting sets are filling with longer term
values that are forecasting 'significant', 'long lasting/enduring', and 'profound' changes within the
'advertising' sector as the 'blockchains' rush into 'fix (the) problems' within the 'global (human)
attention markets'. These sets have many of the advertising sector focused blockchains making big
headlines in the subsequent months in an oscillating manner with the 'onslaught of
problems/fights/contentions' that are forecast as manifesting within the 'social media ghettos'. Sets for
'extreme disruptions' within the 'staffing/personnel' at both 'management' and 'worker' levels within the
'social media platforms' are forecast to be perceived as 'boons/wonderful happenstance' for the
'alternative advertising media companies' across all of 2018 and well into 2019.
Yet more large scale growth in the advertising sub sector as the data has the 'breaking (down)' of the
'officialdom narrative' becomes more than just a 'game' or 'mystery'. The growth patterns have the
cryptocurrencies within the advertising space to be beneficiaries of the 'changing media landscape'.
The growth patterns for advertising within CryptoSpace change significantly as modelspace is moved
through the last week in March. From that point forward for 2018, modelspace new data sets are
dominated in one fashion or another by the 'censorship', and 'activism' words. These sets have the 'blow
back' from 'censorship' described as 'epic', and 'nation changing', and 'up ending (the) social media
hierarchy'. Further sets have descriptors for 'riots', and 'fights', and 'contention' within the 'offices' of
'social media corporations' spreading out into the 'advertiser communities', as well as 'erupting' within
the 'technical support' levels of the 'media firms'. The 'advertiser communities' are forecast as 'reacting
badly' to '(voiced/leaked) suspicions' that they are being 'ripped off' by the 'media algorithms' at the
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same time that their 'customers' are getting 'pissed off' by the supposed actions of the advertisers. The
'technical staff' of the 'social media corporations' are forecast to become embroiled within the 'political
battles' as the 'management' of the 'corporations' will try to 'insist' on 'clearly illegal actions (tactics)'.
The data has some of the techie level employees 'freaking out' and 'talking/leaking', even while 'in fear
of losing their lives'. This situation will turn out to be very advantageous for the 'advertising
cryptocurrencies' over late Summer (northern hemisphere).

IOT
The Internet-Of-Things (as a network concept, not a specific coin/token) continues to grow new sets for
a 'steady build out' of the 'smart device layers'. These sets have many minor temporal markers that will
be able to be used for plotting the successful implementation strategies of the various firms involved in
the sector over 2018. Most of these temporal markers are showing up with counter positional emotional
values within the same descriptor (IOT), but in other contexts. Think of this as a contrarian indicator
that can be tracked by the 'rising hysteria' among the 'fringe elements' of the 'woo-woo world'. So in
other words, as the 'shouting/railing/condemning' language against 'A.I' and 'smart devices' rises, there
will be corresponding successful build outs within various sub sectors of the IOT layer. While there are
indeed real and serious 'dangers' for humans within the 'autocratic thinking (about the) IOT', the data
has the 'hysterical reactions' as being both 'misplaced (in their focus)', and, serendipitously, a very
accurate gauge of progress in the sector.
A minority of the new sets growing for the sector over March are bringing along language about
'failures', and 'disastrous mistakes' in sets forecasting a very 'public' level 'bad idea/worse creation' that
will be 'bringing down' the confidence values for the financial viability of the sector for the rest of
Spring. These sets are indicating it is all 'old news' by mid Summer, and that the IOT sector will have
something of a 'counter trend' to the rest of the cryptocurrencies space over July and August.

Mining
Box/Card mining
The new info on box mining other than 'electric rates' is all dominated by 'regulation'. And even in the
electricity costs area the supporting layers are filled with 'regulation' as a driving force for costs at any
number of levels. The data sets are now forecasting that the 'regulation' of both 'electricity' and 'box
mining' is going to be very much discussed as a developing story across many of this year's
'cryptocurrency conferences'. There are several sets for some break-through hardware approaches to be
developed this year, but still the dominating linguistic structure is going to be 'regulation'. It would
seem that in some cases the 'regulation' will become something of a government subsidy for the miners
as 'smaller government entities' will be in the position of 'paying (direct or with cheap electricity)' for
the 'mining' of certain cryptocurrencies in order to support other 'government functions'. The idea
coming across from the data is that small, but intense use of some blockchains by governmental
agencies will place them in a position of 'dependency', and thus be open to certain pressures to maintain
the mining pools. (note on (3/6/2018) the language forecast is already appearing in media articles.
Immediacy data bites our ass again.)
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Earth mining
There continues to be new growth in sets for 'mining companies' to be moving into the
'cryptocurrencies' area with a number of new tokens being forecast as coming to market this year. A
number of these sets are also bringing in supporting sets for 'government intrusion', as well as 'law
suits' and 'property seizures' as the 'banks' and 'operators (of distribution channels)' are indicated to
'freak out' and try 'legal barriers (to entry)' in efforts to 're-establish market controls'. This last set of
descriptors is going to the idea that the 'pricing mechanisms' for 'mined ore' will be 'breaking down'
under the release of 'new mining tokens' in 2018, and further that the 'control' of the distribution
channels will be 'broken', which is going to force 'visibility' as the 'controllers' attempt to 'yank
back/grip' the markets as they had in the past. Not a good time for banks, and market manipulators.

Payments
The whole of the 'payments' space is filling very rapidly as modelspace is moved through March and
April with very large bolus of new data accruing just as May begins. These sets are indicating that very
'public' trials of 'blockchain payments' system will be in 'glorious/early success' mode over May and
into June. The effect is showing in the accretion patterns as 'new users', as well as a 'flood (of) new
money' into the space. The 'new money' sets are also including language about 'new users' at a
corporation and government level. These sets are indicating that late Spring of 2018 (northern
hemisphere) will be used as a marker for when 'blockchain started eating payroll (function)'.
New language for 'payrolls' being the 'defining (rung) in the ladder' that will be propelling a number of
the cryptocurrencies companies into global prominence. Note that we have many sets for several major
'legacy corporations' that will be in 'opposition' to each other as they set about trying to 'buy to control
(the) blockchain payrolls' space. These sets are forecasting that there will be 'rumors' of the 'buying
activities' emerging in March, with April providing interesting pricing action for some of the tokens
involved in the space as many 'traders' will be 'trading the rumors'. These sets are forecasting a period
of volatility within the payments space to occur from mid April through the rest of this year and into
2019. Further these sets are forecasting that the 'washing waves' of volatility will have 'negative' impact
on some of the new firms moving into payments niches ancillary to the 'payrolls' space in the sector.
The 'negative' effects are forecast to include 'pricing swings' of extreme levels as the 'traders' try to
'game' the space over Summer (northern hemisphere). Please note that the 'wild wild west days' for the
payments sector will stretch into late 2018, but the 'legends (as traders)' are forecast to be visible as a
result of the Summer action.
Supporting sets within the 'legacy corporations try to buy it all up' sets have 'lawsuits' forecast as a
result of the 'behavior' best described as 'predatory', and worst as 'criminal'. Those sets that focus on the
latter are suggesting that (later in 2018/2019) 'judges' will be having to 'rule upon' issues such as 'coin
(token) status' relative to such things as 'shares', and 'equity ownership'. Basically the data would have
it framed as “can you buy up a company that never issued any stocks/equities and was crowdfunded by
ICO?”. And if so, where does control lay? Within the employees/directors of the company? Or within
the ownership of the tokens? All of these sets are indicating that I was quite a bit wrong in assuming
that software, aka cryptocurrencies, would reduce the amount of lawyers running about in the halls of
business.
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SpaceSpace
It is difficult to locate the cryptocurrencies specific data within the very large 'Space' sets. As many be
expected, lots of these sets have woo-woo (UFOs) and other tangentially interesting sub sets that tend
to obscure the developing cryptocurrencies-in-space sets. A distinct aid in these searches is the
increasing amount of 'space business' and 'space technology' language that is specific to the endeavors
involved.
With the caveat of a plethora of sets in the background, modelspace is gaining new growth in the areas
of 'space based businesses' and their 'terrestrial' impacts. While there are still a large number of sets
going to the traditional 'space based businesses' of 'communications' and 'observation', there are now
many indicators that the 'phase 2' level of 'exploitation of Space' will noticed to 'have begun' and 'be
establishing (itself)' in this second quarter of 2018.
The Space, as an environment for doing business, space is showing within the data sets as the 'seat of
restraint' over March and into April. These sets would have the whole of the sector seeming to be
propelled by an 'unexpected' period of 'reconsideration', and 'review (of plans/methods)' that is forecast
to start in about March 8, and intensify into visibility within the sector by late in the month. This “let's
think about it (again)” language continues to grow as modelspace is moved over May, with new
supporting sets suggesting that there is a background reason for the 'restraint/review' that will be itself
visible by late in May. There is no specific language that suggests an accident or other happenstance to
cause the 'review period'. Rather we have sets that indicate a 'deep change (in space based) policies' at
some level from some authority that will be visibly impacting the sector, albeit without explanation to
those on the outside of that decision cohort.
Other, somewhat contradictory note, the data sets are also growing in sub sets for 'devoted work
(paying off)' with regard to the 'exploitation of space'. These sets are complete and are bringing in sub
sets that include a late March through May period in which the 'authorities' within the 'regulation (of
space based business)' will be in 'active management' mode. The detail sets are suggesting that some
'activities' will be 'let alone', while others are to be 'actively encouraged'. These sets are from the
perspective of officialdom, and the 'front line regulators'. These sets have further suggestions for a
'hands off attitude' to yet more 'coin/token based, space focused' initiatives that are forecast to be
gaining some headlines over the latter half of May.

Do your own due diligence on these cryptocurrency offerings. NOT trading advice,
nor recommendations for purchase. Reviews provided note only interesting
features from which to begin YOUR personal due diligence work.

Developing – the continuing story
This section discusses existent tokens/coins and clues as to future performance from our deep
linguistic data mining.
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Bitcoin
We are not quite sure as to why bitcoin loves them 'eights', but without regard to our lack of
understanding, the next 'eight' is showing up very strongly in the data as '38,008'. This number is
strongly repeated in the new data processing. It first appears in very late April, and then grows as
modelspace is moved into May. The growth rate is very rapid from the end of the first week in May
continuing through at this pace until late in July. That the data sets have the 'Summer (northern
hemisphere)' being a period of 'trying/testing (of) mental (hardiness/toughness)' is not contradictory as
the data is forecasting the 38008 in the same manner as the previous occurrence of 13880s. Thus we
may be seeing the 'inflection point' around which Bitcoin will build 'resistance and floors', and 'new all
time highs'. These sets are not impacting previous forecasts of Bitcoin prices scaling towards 100,000
around the end of the year.
Without the 'eights' sets in consideration, the only other numbers are the 64,000 and 100,00, both of
which were detailed in the BNW #9 report. Those sets continue to grow with the most notable additions
being new sets headed by descriptors for the 'rotating (global)' nature of the 'One Hundred Thousand'
party. New supporting sets include both shorter term and longer term values for both numeric sets.
Conjunct with the 'rising prices' for Bitcoin sets there are union sets that include descriptors for a very
'untidy (disarray, disjointed and other similar language)' fiat (central bankster) world in which even the
mainstream propaganda press will be forced, later this year, to 'admit' that 'inflation has run-away', and
that the 'central banks' have lost control of 'monetary policy'.
The 'eights' sets, have at the core at this time, the established '13888' that appears first as modelspace is
moved into about February 11, 2018. This set continues through to nearly the end of March at which
point no new growth for '13888' appears. As modelspace is moved through March 18, 2018, new
supporting sets appear for the 'disruption (break-through)' of '13888' with the first appearance of
'28000'. This set is small relative to the totality of the 13888 set, and is also brief, being replaced by
'38008' as modelspace is moved through into late April. This replacement number then takes over the
primary growth position within the Bitcoin sets, and maintains that position thereafter. Additional new
growth around the '38008' number continues at a very rapid, and robust pace as modelspace moves
through all of May.
Furthern there are additional sets in supporting position to '38008' that relate it to the 'pivot point', or
'status point' or 'base floor' idea and suggest that this will hold as the 'point (around which) revolutions
(in pricing) take place over Summer (northern hemisphere). There are some ancillary supporting sets
indicating that 'economic (financial) revolutions' will also be taking place in the background events as
Bitcoin prices move in this direction. These sets could also be interpreted with '38008' as a temporal
marker for 'revolution (within the) central banking system' that brings out 'financial destruction' of
many of the 'oldest banks/institutions' in the 'western republics'. Other supporting sets for Bitcoin are
also providing temporal markers for external (to cryptocurrencies) events that are described as 'world
shaking'. There are some specific temporal markers for 'power shifts' that are themselves described as
'supportive of' cryptocurrencies in general, and specifically causing 'global allure' to emanate from
Bitcoin. These sets are a mix of both shorter and longer term values and persist as modelspace is
moved through the rest of 2018.
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BCH
There are several sets for 'new beginning', or 'new (breath) of wind' affecting BCH over Spring
(northern hemisphere). There are several sets for 'extra (cycle) behavior' that will produce some new
emotional sums value rises within the context of this coin. These sets would seem to be suggesting by
way of the 'new beginning' language that BCH may be able to be taken as a 'directional indicator' as it
would be 'slightly leading' in the general space in terms of directional price movement. NOT to be
taken as leading in percentage or range, but rather only as a guide to the 'moment' involved in the
movement.
The continuing debate between/about “the bitcoins” is indicated to be a continuing area of 'non boring'
language within CryptoSpace. These sets are indicating that the 'debate' will still be 'compelling' the
activities as well as the language well into 2018, with March being the 'visible' point of departure.
These sets are pointing to short term cycling on 'temporal echoes' as popping up within the community
discourse about/between “the bitcoins”.

Cardano
Yet another (or rather, one of the latest) competitor to Ethereum, the Cardano network token is both
similar to Ethereum and trying to bring differentiation to the space. The Cardano network goal is to
provide a smart contract platform with abilities not perceived within its competition, Ethereum, nor
announced within EOS (the other prime competition within the space). The data sets have the entirety
of the 'smart contract network' space becoming more crowded as the year progresses. Some of these
new endeavors in this space are indicated to be 'successful (within) their niche', while others are
described as 'spectacular flame-outs', and 'public (acceptance) disasters'. This is in reference to the
space as a whole, and not to Cardano specifically. It is part of the strategic thinking that must be used in
the 'carrier' space.

Dash
Data that is accruing to the Dash sets reminds me of a tube in the surfing context of the word. The
descriptors have an 'up, down, all around' language for pricing for Dash that is forecast to continue
through most of 2018. A few instances of 'spectacular' and 'successful' showing up repeatedly within
the Dash sets as a forecast of a 'trader (may be a group)' who will be come 'famous' later this year with
'timing' that can only be described as 'like a boss', or 'precise' to the point of 'defining the term
(precise)'. The data sets are forecasting the discussion that will emerge about a 'spectacular trade'
which is indicated to take place during a larger 'bitcoin run up' and on a 'cryptocurrencies weekend' in
which the 'action' is further described as 'smoking hot', and 'unbelievable fast'. These sets have some
small hints that this will occur as stated on a weekend, but specifically on a weekend ahead of a 'news
release' about the most recent 'Dash accomplishments (new business)'. The data has the 'timing' causing
some level of assertions of 'insider trading', and 'trading (insider) abuse', but the supporting sets are also
pointing to the 'chaos' and 'denials' that will be coming from the Dash group as they legitimately had no
knowledge of the trader or how he/she/they were able to obtain their timing clues.
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DigiByte
DigiByte continues to show as having 'surprise' episodes throughout 2018 that will provide 'boost' to
the 'use case' and thus to the price in fiat. The data has a '3 times' set that indicates that we will get
'surprises' for/about DigiByte over 2018 which will be both 'wrenches in the works', but also
'unpredictable opportunities'. The data sets have a certain 'confusion' that develops emotionally around
DigiByte, but nonetheless the seeming 'setback' is going to provide 'settlement (of questions)' in such a
way as to create conditions for the next 'successful' instance of the '3 times (more) effort producing
results'.

EOS
The new growth for EOS is divided, seems to indicate that in spite of successful milestones being met,
that FUD is going to be flying around EOS, though the data growth patterns would suggest it is from a
feeling of 'paranoia' about the 'successful launch' of smart contract functions on other platforms. In
other words, a creeping paranoia about the rapidly increasing competitive landscape is going to
precipitate a slew of FUD for Spring in EOS land.
Much of the 'smart contract' areas within modelspace are filled with both EOS and ETH sub sets with
descriptors that are all about increasing competition, and 'successful launches' of 'alternative platforms'
that will be 'taking the (news) lead' in the space. These sets grow more rapidly over the latter half of
April, and into May than in March, but there are a few temporal markers that are forecast as appearing
in the last week of March as a precursor to the larger stream of discussions forecast to dominate most
of the second quarter of the year.

ETH Ethereum
There are a number of new growth areas for the Ethereum network, and its existing, as well as, new
competitors. Much of the bulk of these sets includes longer term data with a maturity that would seem
to be centered around December. These sets are primarily focused not on the underlying networks, but
rather the 'new class of business'. These sets would seem to be forecasting that the common appellation
for this business class within the media will be 'Bot2Bot' and will be inclusive of the larger sets for
'smart contracts', as well as the many forms of business that can be done by way of 'unattended sales
and purchases'. The data sets are describing a developing story over the rest of the year that has a
culmination of 'touting of success' appearing in December. This is a general set including the Ethereum
network and its main competition, including, but not limited to EOS.
Those sets that are more Ethereum network specific have March and into the rest of the second quarter
being a period of 'roll outs' that are described as 'stacking up (a ) considerable/large winning streak' of
new businesses as well as 'developing (new) business models'. As an aside, these sets are indicated to
cause 'havoc' within 'taxing authorities' in early 2019, with much of the developing chaos being 'flung
back (to legislative)' as there are going to be 'person-less businesses' that will be 'judicially declared untaxable'.
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Litecoin
The data sets have continuing growth for LTC reaching a 'parity point' with the Ethereum network, but
be aware this is not a price projection, rather it is focused on the 'smart contract' hosting and 'network
(distributed apps)' side of things. These data sets are forecasts, not related to any announcements, nor
leaks of information, but rather derive from our process of predictive linguistics. There are several
possible interpretations including that Litecoin will develop networking capabilities along the same line
as the Ethereum network. Alternatively it can also be interpreted with the 'ethereum smart contract'
temporal marker as being the key element for emotional sums tone advancement.
Other language of interest has 'litecoin' becoming 'emblematic' of both the 'cryptocurrencies (alt coins)'
space as well as a symbol for 'new rich' and the rise of the 'crypto-millionaires' as a discernible class
within our society. These sets have forecasts for a number of new videos that will be focused on
'litecoin' and its role as a 'vehicle' to 'riches' over a very short time. According to the data, we should be
able to expect to see the appearance of several 'stars' in the video spaces as both 'tell-all (how I made
my money)' and 'musical celebrations (of litecoin)' videos are presented during these next 6/six months.

Monero
As modelspace is progressed through March, the issue of 'restraints' show up for Monero (and to a
lesser extent, Cloak), as 'officialdom' is forecast as 'pondering (freedom)' at so many levels within the
use and abuse of cryptocurrencies. The data sets have a 'settling' as in a context similar to 'sediment
settles out of solution' coming to some level of visibility within the public with major 'governments'
beginning the 'slow walk' into 'complex regulations' with a specific 'pebble', in their shoe, being the
'deliberately designed (anonymous) tokens and platforms'. The idea coming out from the data sets is
suggesting that there will be some form of 'freezing' of the 'regulatory landscape' with the 'current
anonymous tokens' being allowed as a 'special (by virtue of existence) case', and with some
'vocalizations' about 'restricting (imposing restraints)' on 'new anonymous tokens'. Please note that this
is just a forecast of the language to appear from some parts of global officialdom, and not an
endorsement that the idea has merit, or could ever be implemented.
Without regard to its position to be a 'special privilege' token, the data has the Monero token
development staff being the 'target' of 'inquiries' from 'officialdom' over these next few months. By way
of a 'heads up', the data is also forecasting the likelihood of the approach being 'less than gentle'. Some
small few hints that the 'tactic' may also be used against other, existent, 'anonymous tokens' in this very
'tense' year as 'government' is forecast as 'getting (reluctantly and hesitatingly) to work' on the very
tough issues involved in '(attempted) regulation' in CryptoSpace.
Other news for Monero includes a 'clone gone bad', as well as a brief stint in the 'headlines' of the
various exchanges and reporting centers as 'rumor versus news' trading takes over very briefly such that
wild volatility breaks out in the token prices. Much 'gnashing of teeth', and 'wailing against fates' in the
language.

OMG (OmiseGo)
OMG coin is still showing as a developing 'power house' among the 'payments (gateway)' sector, as
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well as the 'payroll processing' sector. The data sets have the 'payments' sector moving into a growing
pattern from late March onward through the rest of this year, with 'payroll' being the 'shout about it'
area of cryptocurrencies.
The supporting sets have the 'payroll' sector being influenced by 'officialdom corruption' that will go to
include 'retirement contributions' in some 'scandals' being forecast as coming into visibility in pace with
the death of fiat currencies, and their central banking systems.

Populous
Likely directly due to the FUD being flung around about Populous, modelspace has picked up a
number of new growth areas that include several new sub sets with 'success', and 'successful
implementation' within the primary supporting sets.
The Populous sets are still growing around a 'successful' product launch, and still gaining values for a
'major/giant/huge impact' both on 'banks', and 'user base'. The 'user base' sets are indicating that very
large numbers of people will be drawn into use of Populous 'factoring tokens' as the 'product' goes into
'lending mode'. These sets have very sharply diverse supporting sets that speak to both 'drastic cuts (in)
bank profits' as well as 'local (to users) boosts (in profitability)'. These sets are accruing over late
March and through all of the second and third quarters of this year. These sets are forecasting a
successful implementation that contains the 'seeds' for what will be a very large 'niche' in the global
peer2peer economy by the end of this next year.

Ripple
While I personally find Ripple (XRP) to be annoying, both in concept and code base, is, if one is a
trader, no reason to not make money on the token. The data sets have Ripple breaking, first the '1/one
dollar barrier' in 2018, then going on to establish 'flooring' at over $1.50 that may provide the support
for a run at not 2, but 3 dollars. HOWEVER, much caution is urged as Ripple is described as
'cyclical/predictable'. The data has this as a 'sheering' or 'mowing' operation in which the PTBIRW
(powers-that-be in ripple world) use cycles and duration of 'price action' to 'harvest/gain/extract' the
'cream off the top'. The idea coming out is that patterns may be discerned within the movements of the
token pointing to a 'continuous harvest' model version of a 'pump and dump'. This caution noted, the
data has the XRP token being 'overtaken' this year by rumors and news within the financial
communities of 'outsiders (traders)' who will be 'raking off the top' of many of the 'scripted price
movements'. These sets are suggesting that the PTBIRW will even become 'annoyed' as they realize
that someone has 'gamed their game'.

Veritaseum
The data sets for March, April, and May are showing as the 'placement (of the) feet (of Veritaseum)',
into the 'starting blocks' for the 'platform race' that will be clearly visible by mid April as 'global
officialdom' is forecast as 'showing (the/its) shift (into CryptoSpace)'. These sets are forecasting that
Veritaseum will be 'sought after', or 'approached' by more than one 'very large' or 'very substantial'
national government for 'corrections/remediation (of their) thinking (about CryptoSpace)'. The idea
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coming out of the new data sets is for something akin to an 'embarrassingly long queue (of suited
officialdom)' making a path to Veritaseum over Summer (northern hemisphere). There are many
indications for 'Africa' and forecasts for 'Australian (officialdom) interest' to be making news for
Veritaseum over mid to late Summer.
As modelspace is progressed into Summer (northern hemisphere), the data has the 'southern
hemisphere' as being the 'prime area' of adoption of 'new uses (for veritaseum)'. These sets are
suggesting that a loose form of a 'collaboration' will be shaping up that is going to be helping to 'define
(the) smart contracts' area later in October. These sets are further filling with yet more 'governments
come knocking (at veritaseum door)' for the second half of the year, and further, that instances of
'spying' will be revealed over this time relative to 'veritaseum'. The interpretation is difficult, but at this
point it would seem that the temporal marker is focusing on 'spying on veritaseum', rather than 'spying'
as a general trade. However it needs to be noted that there is enough language for generalized spying
that it is difficult to ascertain at this stage just which way the temporal marker is facing.

Sovereign Tokens
Yet more 'rumblings' within global 'officialdom' for both 'constraints' as well as '(sovereign) cryptos'.
The former is clearly, within the data, the 'losing position', and the latter is the 'way to go'. While both
of these descriptor sets are gaining new values over March, the 'sovereign cryptocurrencies' being
'announced' and 'launched' sets are indicated to dominate by the end of the month of March such that
modelspace is forecast 'officialdom meet-ups' about the subject of 'all things (sovereign) tokens' being
announced for Summer (northern hemisphere). These sets have the 'crypto interest' levels becoming
both very visible within 'government/officialdom', as well as 'drawing crowds' to 'platform providers' as
the 'governments' are forecast to be 'scrambling' to play 'catch up' with their 'citizenry'.
At the level of the 'mining' and 'technical (community)' support for 'sovereign tokens', there are new
sets for some 'auditing failures' within the 'sovereign token' world that will bring 'disrepute' into the mix
as certain countries try to move forward with their tokens/coins. The descriptions would seem to favor
the idea of 'back room deals' within the 'power structures' to 'pass out a few tokens/coins' ahead of the
actual genesis block. No telling just how high up this 'sovereign crypto corruption' goes, but some
countries are described as 'stinking it up (for all)'.
In the 'stinking tokens' vein of language we have a number of sets in supporting positions for 'out of
control' that will be expressing the 'government' view of the whole of the 'cryptocurrencies' space, as
well as their own 'attempts' within it. These sets have 'out of control' becoming something of a buzzphrase over March through May, with examples of the language forecast to leak out into visibility in
the latter half of May.

MetalsSpace:
Within MetalsSpace, sets headed by 'authority', 'reality' and 'law' all go into 'dilemma' sets that appear
first within the last week of March and continue through most of April. Of the juxtaposition of these
supporting sets within MetalsSpace, the pivot set would seem to be 'authority' as that set has the highest
level of emotional sums as modelspace is progressed through time. The 'dilemma' sets build in patterns
with 'conundrum', and 'perplexed' as supporting sets for the 'unfolding (of the) dilemma (of the)
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authorities'. The 'dilemma' set also appears suddenly within modelspace, and develops very rapidly
thereafter. A significant portion of the 'dilemma' is around the 'starting', or rather, whether to 'allow to
start', some 'alternatives' to 'traditional (precious) metals' delivery models. These sets are also
intersected with cryptocurrencies sets at various levels of support.
Yet another instance of a cluster of 'out of control' language is found within the 'authorities' sub sets in
the larger MetalsSpace sets. The language here has 'control' being described as 'elusive', and 'fleeting',
and 'fleeing', all of which will be appearing at the end of March and come to some level of prominence
over April and May, as many of the forecast changes within MetalsSpace are also becoming visible.
As a sub set of the 'out of control' linguistic structure in MetalsSpace, there are instances of 'personnel
changes', and 'personalities (moving)', and 'personalities replaced' within the 'public face' of the
'authorities' in MetalsSpace.
Yet more data in support of 'precious metals' appears as modelspace is moved from late in March
through April. In these new sets are descriptors for the 'upending', and 'over-turning' of the 'control
structure' within MetalsSpace as regards to 'precious' metals. These sets have several temporal markers
that first appear in mid March, and then grow across April, and into May. These 'breaking (of the
market control) sets continue to gain strength with new descriptors over June and into the third quarter
of the year. Many sets then appear that are in support of, or being supported by 'lawsuits'. These
'lawsuit' sets have value as temporal markers for what the data describes as the 'public failures' of
several major 'dealers (in bullion)' as well as the 'banks' that 'back the play (support the process)'.
These 'banksters in trouble' sets with the precious metals area of MetalsSpace are also bringing along
language for 'tainted (by pedophilia)', and 'hanged pedophiles (more than one apparently)', and
'suicided bank workers'. It is this last set that also brings along sets for 'freaked out employees', and
'large screaming (whistle blowers)' within 'bullion banking' as other sets are describing a 'conspiracy
come unwound', and 'wound too tight (coils (of control) break (under pressure))'. Many of these
supporting sets bring up language that will reach the public and be described as 'foul', and 'skin
crawling', and 'stench (inducing) vomiting'. Some of these sets are forecasting an 'event' such as a
'metals conference' in which 'tainted banksters' will be 'shunned', 'publicly castigated', 'publicly
challenged', along with 'face slapping', and 'public shaming'. Many of these sets have support for 'mega
global viral videos' that will originate with this 'conference'.

DirtSpace:
A whole lot of language piling into modelspace around the broad subject of both 'land', and 'housing'.
Unusual sets in both size and emotional intensity are the dominating rule as modelspace is moved
through the second quarter of this year. The data has a few spikes of flow that are forecasting some
major 'international laws' as relates to 'real estate ownership' being under 'attack' in 'complex court
proceedings' that are forecast to 'run for years', as well as instances' of 'persons versus corporations' as
regards to 'ownership' and 'rights on property'. Yet more language at lower supporting levels joins in
mid July to form a larger mass that is forecast to be 'moving (real estate) markets' through to the end of
the year.
A number of the 'real estate' sections in modelspace (of which there are many, both geographically
separated as well as linguistically isolated) are indicating that 'social engineering' will have a
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prominence not normally 'visible' within the sector. These latter sets are focusing on 'hot markets'
where 'high paying jobs' are the 'demand/draw' for the population, and in which 'conditions dictated by
corporations' are showing as 'laying a rotten egg' on the local markets. These sets have the 'local power
brokers (aka politicians)' who will be 'castigating/chastising' and 'wailing upon/about' the corporations
to the point that 'retribution' will become visible. In at least some of these instances, the result is
forecast as being 'let them leave', or 'so much for those bozos' from the local population, much to the
surprise of the 'corporation masters'. In several instances, there are major corporations that will be
involved in the 'melee (with) local population/politicians' and that the 'corporation directors' will be
faced with 'having their bluff called', and, according to the data sets, 'losing (the) stare down'.
Other sets have 'confrontations' between 'minor royalty', and their 'slave media' against 'real estate
ownership claims (by the royals)' that are described as 'stinking bad' and a 'public relations nightmare'.
These sets have greater depth, and greater growth over March through May than most of the other real
estate sections in modelspace with the hints from the accretion patterns of a most interesting period of
'hot days' coming in mid year as the '(minor) royals' are described as 'starting something they can't
finish'. As a last note on the episode being described, the 'minor' part of the sets is interesting as it has
supporting sets going to the idea that the 'major royals' get really 'pissed off' at being put in the position
of having to 'defend relatives' who are 'perceived' as being 'entitled buttheads'. The data sets have the
'major royals' being moved to 'alter dynamics (in the background)' in a 'wasted effort' to 'extricate
themselves' from the 'public fighting'.
Yet more 'Australian housing scandal(s)' sets are accruing in this processing. As modelspace is moved
through the last two weeks of March and most of April, the data picks up new sets for 'smelling it (in
the wind)', or the 'impression (general, population) of a brewing storm'. These sets are focusing, over
March and April, on the 'smell' of the 'pending public problems' with the idea being that 'enough
leakage' and 'hushed, hidden, furtive conversations' will be 'percolating (note this word)' through the
'connected (to politicians & their supporters socially) cohorts' within Canberra to create a 'palpable
(sense/feeling of) foreboding' that the data describes as being 'hottest' from 'kangaroo valley' through to
downtown Melbourne. The data sets indicate that Perth will be part of the 'percolation' by mid Winter
(southern hemisphere), though by then the data would have it be a pretty much 'open secret'. These sets
can be used as temporal markers for both the 'rising dust' of the 'housing problems/scandals' and the
pending manifestation of the 'crisis (of) Federation'.
In the larger DirtSpace set, the language for 'out of their minds', or 'irrational' will be surfacing over
mid April, and continuing on through into May as many 'examples' of 'irrational decisions' are revealed
in the various media. Some of these are showing as within the 'financing' sub sets, and others within the
'selling behavior'. Many of the 'selling' sub sets are indicating that 'episodes' of 'falling prices' within
various markets will be causing emotional reactions 'all out of proportion' to the actual situation'. These
instances of 'irrational selling behavior' are described as 'scandalous', and 'bizarre', and 'crazy', in many
of the supporting sets. The repetition of the 'crazy' language and the number of supporting sets, and the
general geographic references are pointing toward many examples appearing globally over the 6/six
weeks involved.
Noting the forecast for 'fires', and 'wild fires', and other forms of 'burning housing' within the sub sets
for 'real estate' and the forecast for an 'extreme drought' Summer in the northern hemisphere, the data
sets have 'real estate markets' across the USA, and parts of the EU as being '(after) fire sales', and
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'collapsing' as 'destruction (by flames)' brings new language into 'distressed property sales'. These sets
have a large number of 'mid size metropolitan' areas being involved with the 'fires', and the subsequent
'population shifts'. A few of these sets have 'evacuation language' that is similar to what appears in the
times of major hurricanes. Be advised....extra hot times coming in real estate.
DirtSpace sets are still forecasting 'record prices', but still the sets are forecasting 'narrowing inventory
(in real estate)', as well as 'decreasing lending', and 'fewer sales'. Some of the supporting sets bring in
the 'hyperinflation' sets as being the 'pump' for the 'continuing price rises'. Basically it would appear
that 'real estate sales activity' will be dwindling against 'rising prices' providing the 'illusion' of 'a
healthy market'.
Minor notes in terms of size of new growth include references to 'divorce sales' of real estate in some
very 'prominent places and families' due to the 'crumbling of religion'. This is showing as something of
a recurring, and 'international' meme over 2018 and into 2019. The data detail sets, albeit sketchy, have
connections to currently manifesting sets with some strength, and point to 'real estate markets' being
'affected', and 'disrupted' (as they are 'fragile') by the 'split up' of the 'religion corporation'. The data has
the 'affected markets' to, at first, welcome the 'new inventory', then 'express' concern about the impacts
of the 'manifesting lawsuits', and levels of 'claims against property' associated with the 'money crimes
of the church'.

DebtSpace:
A 'base note' within DebtSpace is indicated to change into 'contraction' from mid March onward. These
sets in supporting position for a 'curtailing/contraction' and similar language continue to grow as
modelspace is moved forward through to late September. There are many sets for 'pulling in', for
'consolidation', and 'congealing' that are in supporting position to 'banks', and 'central banks'. Many of
these subsets include rising emotional tones, albeit as 'release language (negative)'. These sets continue
their growth through March and into April as the number of instances of 'visibility' for 'banks', and
'central banks' language is forecast to have several periods of 'instability' that are themselves indicated
to be temporal markers for two temporal echoes of the memes involved; the first of the echoes will be
immediate and is forecast to build rapidly over the last week of March. The second, and larger,
temporal echo shows as building in early September.
The data sets have the 'regional banks' being the point at which 'restrictions' develop. The idea coming
from supporting sets within the data is that the 'central bank' response will be to 'isolate' and attempt to
'contain' the 'developing situation'. There are some sets that suggest 'calls (for) new laws' that will
'regulate debt (rights)' away from banks will occur. If so these are more likely in late May than earlier,
but without regard to timing of their appearance, the 'cries for new laws' as regards to 'failing central
banks' will be able to be used as a good temporal marker for a long period of rising of cryptocurrencies
prices expressed in fiat currencies.
The base for growth in the DebtSpace area over March through May has much of the action being
'background' and 'prelude' to the 'contraction' language that is forecast as the dominating discussions
over mid year. These sets are further gaining supporting sub sets for 'downward spikes' and 'hammered
markets', both with very high emotional values. Some of these sets have hints going back to the 1987
market 'crash' as being a good template for the emotional tone that will be induced in 'retirement
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savings customers'. These sets would seem to be forecasting that the 'downward spiking behavior' will
induce 'public vomiting' that will be caught on video. The idea from the data sets is that the 'spikes'
downward will be unusual in recent experience as they will not (instantly) have a 'rebound'. Many of
these sets have language for the 'buy the dip movement' as being 'dead'. It will not be so, but may be
'comatose' for a number of months. However the data sets do have 'rebounds' coming in late Summer
(northern hemisphere). Please note these 'rebounds' within all the aspects of DebtSpace are only
described as 'temporary', and are supported by sets indicating that the 'down trends' will be 'returning
(with) vengeance' in 2019, and 'persisting' for some number of years thereafter.
New supporting sets for DebtSpace reaching a point of 'debilitation', and 'deflation', are growing as
modelspace is moved through the second quarter, with specific bumps in the growth patterns at several
points in March, April, and May such that by the solstice in June, the DebtSpace landscape is described
as 'tearing', 'shredding', 'flapping (aimlessly)'. Further sets have the 'mainstays', the 'celebrity
personalities' within DebtSpace being in 'wailing' and 'gnashing of teeth (against cruel fates)' in July.
The data is describing some ugly pictures of 'crying banksters', and 'weeping politicians' being the
'public face' of the 'failing debt model (of life)' by the end of the third quarter of 2018.

Conclusion: Ropes of control
In the ordinary course of events, there is an interruption every time that common emotions shared by
the larger population seem to be reaching a critical point of change. This perception of the interrupting
distraction preventing forward progress has been a defining characteristic of these times for decades.
Think 9-11, false flags, wars, rumors of wars, and political scandals. This pattern appears to have
changed.
Especially within the cryptocurrencies event stream, but also noticeably within politics, the interruption
pattern seems to be fading in its ability to get the job done for the elites. Yes there are still interruptions
being forecast, some organic, and some contrived by the boss class within our global social order, yet
the emotional construct is visibly altered in that the distractions offered are not taken as intended by as
many people as in the past. The data is forecasting the 'failure' of the 'false flag event model' over 2018.
The alteration of the interruption pattern is rippling onward and outward, and is now starting to show
within the discourse and behavior areas of society. These are profound areas within our social order,
and it is from these that 'customs' develop. It is from these that cultural directions for the society writ
large are created and grow. It is these areas that had been so deeply affected by social engineering for
these past 60/sixty years. As we all will recall, 'culture is the higher law'.
It was from 'culture' being controlled and generated that Mao Zedong was able to reclaim power from
the 'progressives' in the Peoples Liberation Army of China by unleashing the cultural revolution upon
that country. This sent China into economic and technological downward spiral for how many decades?
Arguably from 1966 into the 2000s. Culture is the higher law, and the cultural revolution, begun in the
cult of personality around Mao did not want 'progress', and so the many directives and efforts of the
'progressives' were thwarted continuously by the insistence of the people in supporting their perceived,
and enforced, culture. It was only the maturing demographics of the population that changed this
enforced status quo. As the fervor left the cultural revolutionaries, and as predictably the blood lust had
been satisfied, and the 'villains' or anti-revolutionaries supply became short, the cultural revolutionaries
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discovered their own aging, and things changed.
This playbook approach to social engineering has been in development in the West as well. Now being
implemented with algorithms, and paid culture monitors at social media, as well as the use of herding
techniques on the internet at large, the idea of the 'engineered citizen' is still alive and trying to
manifest.
In the West, where labor costs are higher, and technology still relatively cheap, the push as been by way
of a large shift of emphasis into policing the culture, and its directions, by algorithms. The approach is
different, the goal the same.
Algorithms have become the mainstay of the Western state's tactics on implementation of this particular
strategy. Algorithms, as we are all living and learning constantly, are flawed in their execution. Again,
stated explicitly, the current state of AI is not able to alter itself, that is, to grow. Humans grow, culture
grows, nations grow, but algorithms only get larger. They don't grow, mature, or get better, they simply
get larger, more complex.
Truth be told, in today's much vaunted 'machine learning', and 'algorithm general artificial intelligence',
however it may be coded, all the 'learning' is actually reductionism. The data flow on individuals, and
groups are examined by the algorithms in minute detail, mastering each with precision, but there is a
big 'unfortunately' lurking, and that is, unfortunately, these same algorithms are totally incapable of
detecting larger patterns. The algorithms are entirely limited by the concepts that the authors put into
their code, and the authors of software are not able to write code that is expansive, that truly can 'learn'.
All they can do is to ratchet down on the refinement of the minutia that they are able to gather.
Programmers write code so that their bosses can police your behavior with finer and finer degrees of
control, but that same code will entirely overlook anything where meaning is not found in an 'instance'
but rather is within the aggregated pattern of which the instance is an instance.
As this is the case, the future of social control by way of algorithms will follow a definable, predictable
path. This is fundamentally because programmers are not able to instruct the program to answer the
question “What am I not considering in my thinking on this problem? “. Coders can't tell the software
to 'think about the problem' and 'be creative'. So it goes for programmers, the best they can ever hope
for is to get their code to express a better form of mimicry of thinking, as it can't think. All it can do is
to reduce, refine, and concentrate on minutia.
Further, the developers are afflicted by their own cultural bias, and basically ignorant of how their
cultural bias is affecting the design of their software. Then one day their boss comes in with new
instructions to tighten up on algorithmic retribution for language that falls into these categories, and to
ease up on constraints to language that expresses cultural expansion in these other areas.
Thus the next day the society wakes up to new algorithmic instructions that it is no longer permitted to
express support for free speech and independent, or critical thinking, and all are expected to obey or be
algorithmically sanctioned, all in the name of not abusing others. While at the same time, and in the
same algorithm changes, it is now supported to express sexual feelings for children,. This is part of the
definable path for the attempted algorithmic control of the social order; sooner rather than later, the
algorithms will be used to try to alter the patterns of social behavior to suit the boss class. This has been
in the works over the past few decades with a slow drip by drip, incremental approach to changing the
culture.
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The problem for the boss class is that the algorithmic ropes of control are no longer working. Every day
brings new instances of increasing failure rates on the control that is in production. New attempts only
make things worse. New technologies only bring momentary change before they start to fail. Thus the
use of the distraction pattern, to keep the population unfocused. And even that is failing. It is failing as
the social engineering must, necessarily, reach a point in which a primary core value of the culture is
touched. That is where the fire flames up, or dies out. If allowed to just smolder, the culture slowly
changes, however, if the emotions are heated up as the algorithms attempt to push the culture past one
of its core values, then the failures of the algorithms become both visible and glaring. After all, culture
is the higher law and culture is sculpted by emotions.
The problem for the boss class is, at its core, that their algorithms can't learn, think, or experience
emotions. Simultaneously, the efforts of the boss class to control the human population induces in that
population, emotions, which initiate learning, and learning precipitates thinking.
But not in algorithms, nor bosses. Even if the boss class passes laws, makes it legal, culture will still be
defended as the higher law, at first, perhaps, hestitatingly, then with vengeance as the core culture
values induce the feeling of righteousness in the population.
To prompt the population into thinking is the LAST thing that the bosses of the bosses desire. Should
thinking happen, the next thing you know, someone has had a thought no one had the thinking to think
about before, and all of a sudden, totally unexpectedly, everyone, including the bosses, are faced with
the next WhizBang!Bang!
She knows the ropes!

##
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About Predictive Linguistics and our methods
Predictive Linguistics is the process of using computer software to aggregate vast amounts of written
text from the internet by categories delineated by emotional content of the words. Predictive
Linguistics uses emotional qualifiers and quantifiers, expressed as numeric values, for each and all
words/phrases discovered/filtered in the aggregation process. Over 80 % of all the words gathered will
be discarded for one or more reasons.
Predictive Linguistics works as NO conscious expressions are processed through the software.
Rather the contexts discussed within the report in the form of entities and linguistic structures (see
below) are read up in the various intake software programs, and the emotional sums of the language
found at that time are retrieved. Words that are identified within my system as 'descriptors' are passed
through the processing as well. These descriptor words, in the main, are those words and phrases that
provide us with the detail sets within the larger context sets.
As an example, the word 'prophecy' may be read up by our software at a sports oriented forum. In that
case, perhaps, due to the emotional sums around the context, and the emotional values of the word
itself within the lexicon, it would be put into the contextual 'bin' within the database as a 'detail word'.
Note that the context of the use of the word in the sports forum is lost in the process and is of no use to
us in these circumstances. What occurs is that the word is picked up as being atypical in its context,
therefore of high potential 'leakage of future' value. The way this works is that most sports forum
language about future events would be statistically more likely to use words such as 'bet' as in 'I bet this
XXX will be outcome', or 'I predict', or 'I think that XXX will happen'. So it is the context plus
emotional values plus rarity of use within the context that flags words for inclusion in the detail level of
the data base. Further, it is worth noting that most detail level words are encountered in our processing
mere days before their appearance. Within the IM (immediacy data) primarily, and then within ST
(shorter term) data next. But a preponderance are discovered within the IM time period. Perhaps an
artifact of our processing, if so, one not explored due to lack of time (cosmic joke noted).
Words are linked by their array values back to the lexicon using our set theory model (see below), and
the language used within the interpretation (detail words excepted) derives from the lexicon and its
links to the changing nature of contexts as they are represented within our model.
Predictive Linguistics is a field that I pioneered in 1993. The software and lexicon has been in
continual change/update mode since. This is due to the constantly changing nature of language and
human expression.
Predictive Linguistics works to predict future language about (perhaps) future events, due to the nature
of humans. It is my operating assumption that all humans are psychic, though the vast majority do
nothing to cultivate it as a skill, and are likely unaware of it within themselves. In spite of this, universe
and human nature has it that they 'leak' prescient information out continuously in their choice of
language. My software processing collects these leaks and aggregates them against a model of a
timeline and that information is provided in this report.
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The ALTA report is an interpretation of the asymmetric trends that are occurring even this instant as
millions of humans are typing billions of words on the internet. The trends are provided in the form of a
discussion of the larger collections of data (dubbed entities) down to the smallest aspect/attribute swept
up from daily discussions within that context. Within the ALTA report format, detail words are
provided as noted below. Phrases and idiomatic expressions are also provided as details. In the main,
geographic references are merely summed, and if deemed pertinent, the largest bag in the collection is
discussed as a 'probable', or 'possible' location to the events being referenced within the details.
In our discussions, the interpretation is provided in a nested, set theory (fuzzy logic) pattern.

Definitions:
Aspects/Attributes are: collections of data that are within our broader linguistic
structures and are the 'supporting' sets that provide our insight into future developments.
The Aspect/Attribute sets can be considered as the 'brought along' serendipitous future
forecasts by way of links between words in these sets and the lexicon.
Entities are: the 'master sets' at the 'top' of our nested linguistic structures and contain
all reference that center around the very broad labels that identify the entity: Markets,
GlobalPop, and SpaceGoatFarts, as examples.
Lexicon is: at its core level, the lexicon is a digital dictionary of words in multiple
languages/alphabets stripped of definitions other than such technical elements as 'parts
of speech' identifiers.
The lexicon is quite large and is housed in a SQL database heavily populated with
triggers and other executable code for maintenance and growth (human language
expands continuously, so the lexicon must as well).
Conceptually, at the Prolog software engine processing level, the lexicon is a predicate
assignment of a complex, multidimensional array of integers to 'labels', each of which is
a word within the lexicon. The integers within the 8x8x10 level array structure are
composed of: emotional qualifiers which are assigned numeric representations of
the intensity, duration, impact and other values of the emotional components given
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by humans to that word.
and also contain: emotional quantifiers which are assigned numeric
representations of the degree of each of the 'cells' level of 'emotional assignment'.
Spyders are: Software programs, that once executed are self directing, within
programmed limits, thus are called 'bots', and within these constraints are allowed to
make choices as to linguistic trails to explore on the internet. The job of the spyders is to
search, retrieve and pre-process (part of the exclusions process that will see 90% of all
returned data eliminated from consideration in our model) the 'linguistic bytes' (2048
words/phrases in multibyte character format) which are aggregated into our modelspace
when processing is complete.

Data Types
IM = Immediacy data with forecasting effectiveness from 3 days to the end of the third
week. Error range is 4 weeks.
ST = Shorter Term data with forecasting effectiveness from the 4th week out through
and inclusive the end of the 3rd month (from date of interpretation). Error range = 4
months.
LT = Longer Term data with forecasting effectiveness from the end of the 3rd month
out through and inclusive of the end of the 19th month. Error range = 19 months.
Terms employed:
Cross links – links from one cell in the data base and its software representation to another due to a
shared linguistic structure or pattern.
Linguistic structure – In my modelspace, a linguistic structure is a 'master set' and all its contained
sub sets (also known as 'directly held' sub sets). At the very highest level, each and all entities within
my model are linguistic structures; which, in their turn, are composed of many sub sets of other
linguistic structures. Modelspace allows for 256 layers of 'nesting' of these sets and sub sets. Each of
which, can and may, be a complex set of its own. Obviously the model is derived from Object Oriented
Programming at its highest level.
Meta Data Layer – in modelspace, when a meme appears directly held in numerous sets, at the same
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level of support, it is labeled as a 'meta data layer'. These 'layers' can be thought of as a common
linguistic structure that forms with differing supporting sets in the various entities. For clarity, a meme
in Terra entity would not have the same supporting sets as that same meme in the GlobalPop entity, but
both would be part of the larger meta data layer that the meme reveals.
Modelspace – in the interpretation, the data sets are represented on screen in a 'virtual box' fashion in
which a 3d box is drawn and the lexicon linked words from the latest data processing are shown within
the 3d box by position, and color, brightness and hue of the individual pixels. Using an algorithm of my
own design and the predicate calculus of the prolog programming language, modelspace is populated
by these data base representations in a manner that resembles 'scatter graphs', but at a 3 dimensional
level. By toggling on or off several advanced features of our 3d box software, the various levels of
data, and cross links and other technical elements may be displayed.
MOM – model of modelspace. In the very first public release of information from my process, a selfreferencing loop was created by internet articles about the release, and thus the next time the spyders
were invoked, the process crashed on self-referential, circuitous references to my own work. As a
corrective measure, MOM (models of modelspace) was devised as my very improvement on the
process. MOM holds a copy of my interpretation as well as links to areas on the net to exclude from
consideration within the predictive linguistic work.
Set – Our approach involves the use of complex (fuzzy) set theory originating in the software industry's
quest for 'intelligent machines' or 'ai (artificial intelligence)'. In our approach, the fuzzy sets are based
on the ability to define such concepts as 'near', 'close to', 'about', and 'like' among many others which
provide me the ability to assign a numeric representation as a 'quantifier' to human emotions which are
the key element to future forecasting from predictive linguistics.
Temporal Echo – these are linguistic echos across time that will reference the same, previously
forecast, meme and its emotional parameters. The language manifest in both instances, that is, the
temporal (meme) anchor and its echo will be related to each other, though frequently the repeating echo
is larger in both scope and intensity. In some cases the meme is 'completed' in our predictive linguistics
sense of that word by the echo phase of the meme.
TM = Temporal Marker, think of this as a 'book mark' against which you may remember specific
details of the forecast. These are chosen due to some (more or less) easily identified linguistic 'tell-tale'
that we expect to show up in the forecast language within media discussions.
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